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THE CHALLENGE
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Australian company Amcor is the global market leader in pack-
aging for consumer products. Amcor has five core values   of 
which safety is their top priority. This concerns both the safety 
of packaging products for consumers and the safety of the com-
pany's employees. This is central to company policy and its 
operaon.  

Amcor's Belgian producon site approached Smarlow to help 
them obtain further improvements in safety through the use of 
digital workflows. Amcor wants to be certain that is compliant 
with all of the legally required observaons and safety inspec-
ons in the workplace. Through digitalisaon, this objecve can 
be realised with 100% certainty. 

AtAt the producon site in Ghent, 1,500 employees work in a 
dynamic environment that has numerous machines and forklis 
moving around. Forklis drive back and forth at high speeds. 
Raw materials must be used and managed properly due to their 
toxic nature. 

WWhat does the safety workflow in the Amcor factory look like? 
At least once a year, every employee is required to carry out an 
inspecon and observaon on the work floor. Before mobile 
digitalisaon, employees oen did not receive any feedback on 
their incident reports. This was demovang and reduced 
employee commitment. The SHEQ department at Amcor spent 
a lot of me chasing down employees to carry out safety 
checks.checks. Paper forms did not appear to lead to the desired 
results. At Amcor, we believe that things can always be 
improved. An excellent challenge for Smarlow! 



BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

THE REQUIREMENTS

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Works on all mobile devices; iOS, Android, Windows 10 and all 
tablets and laptops.
A link with the ERP-system Ulmo.
Photo and video funconality.
GPS localisaon.
Silhouee drawings to be able to report injuries.
LLogical programming of complex workflows with the type of 
incident, behavioural observaons, the type of noficaon and 
communicaon of improvement acons to specific officials. A 
gatekeeper from the SHEQ department decides on the improve-
ment acons to be taken.
Automac feedback to the reporters of the incident's status. 
Solved: yes/no. How? By whom? 
Calling a dedicated telephone number per factory zone, using an 
icon on each employee's smartphone. 
A structured database. 
An export to COGNOS, Amcor's business intelligence plaorm, 
for management reports on KPIs.

An accessible soluon that invites all employees to contribute to 
overall safety.
Certainty about compliance with all legal inspecon and obser-
vaon requirements.
Immediate structured reporng of incidents and quick feedback 
to reporters about the incident's status and the acons taken.
The applicaon covers all of the roles and tasks.
TThe use of a traffic light model to display various types of inci-
dents, such as first aid visits, short-term absenteeism and 
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THE SOLUTION

Via workshops given by our LEAN black-belt consul-
tants for the Amcor teams, the tasks, roles and officers 
in the safety workflows are mapped out. Using this 
input, an ingenious app has been built that meets all of 
the requirements and funconalies, while offering the 
most efficient workflow possible. A er a successful 
pilot, the Amcor Safety app was rolled out at the Amcor 
plaplant in Ghent.
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THE RESULT

SMARTFLOW
4520Stromboli
Dr.,Plano,TX75093
(214)8931488

www.smarlowapps.com/en/
info@smarlowapps.com

With the Amcor Safety app, Amcor 
can meet its legal requirements in a 
maximally controlled manner. In 
addion, the app makes an important 
contribuon to Amcor's 
organisaonal process: the pursuit of 
zero incidents. Smarlow. Appify your 
sasafety. Check.
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THE CUSTOMER
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